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Weekly Summary:
In the previous week, we continued work on the GNN, plugin, and dataset. The GNN now

produces model files that can be loaded later and used without needing to retrain the GNN. Additionally,
the output of the GNN has been translated from an array of numbers to a meaningful category string.

Also in the previous week, we completed crucial tutorials on extension development in Visual
Studio. Along with the basic “Hello World,” which teaches us the beginnings of the extension
development, we also did the Context Menu tutorial. The Context Menu tutorial allows us to add specific
commands to the context/right click menu which will be crucial for our plugin.  Lastly, we have continued
our work on categorizing the dataset.  Various loops and variable declarations have been added as
categories.

Past Week Accomplishments:
● Visual Studio Plugin Development - Ben/Jordan

○ Researched several tutorials on Visual Studio extensions:
■ Hello World - adds “Hello World” to the tools menu (Figure 1)
■ Context Menu Tutorial - Adds a specific command to the context menu (Figure

2)
○ Research on other areas of task list for extension development:

■ Pass Line or Highlighted text into event handler
■ Add Command to Text Editor Context menu (right click menu)
■ Change the text in the editor from command handler

● GNN Model Exporting & Reuse - Cory
○ The GNN now exports files that can be loaded to use the trained model again

■ It actually produces 4 files: a data, a meta, an index, and a checkpoint file. I think
the data file is the main one, but the others (except probably the checkpoint one)
may be necessary for loading the model

○ A meaningful classification string can now be made from the GNNs output



■ The GNNs predict method returns an array of numbers between 0 and 1, each
indicating the probability of a given classification; The highest probability is used
as the classification

■ The index of each probability corresponds to a string in the
data/corpus/<dataset>_labels.txt file, which can be used to identify what
classification the result is

● Training Data Pre-Processing - Jacob/Evan
○ Loops/Variable declarations have been sorted

■ Folders are dynamically allocated for both pseudocode and code classifications
as well

■ Setback slightly as current training data isn’t quite satisfactory (see next bullet)
○ Client wants a change in some of the training data’s form

■ Need to edit around 1000 lines in the dataset
■ 200 lines per group member have been assigned to make the process less tedious

Individual Contributions:

Name Contributions Hours
This Week

Total
Hours

Evan Christensen Training Data Pre-Processing 3 11

Ben Gonner Visual Studio Plugin Development 3 9

Jacob Puetz Training Data Pre-Processing 2 10

Jordan Silvers Visual Studio Plugin Development 4 12

Cory Smith GNN Model Exporting & Reuse 6 20

Upcoming Plans:
● In regards to the extension, we plan on during more research on the areas of passing a

line/highlighted text through the event handler
○ We have some information on how to do this, it’s just a matter on if the information we

attained is up to date/still works
○ We are also working towards being able to change code inside of visual studio based on

our extension
● For the reusable model, we hope to be able to encode a string and use it as input for the GNN

○ Currently, the encoding process only works on files with a specific structure, not
individual strings, which makes things hard when trying to use it for single predictions
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